LC. Meeting

MOTHER’S DAY, May 2019.
There was a participation of 77 people (72 adults and 5 children) representing 36 learning centers, the prayer of the day was developed, Ana Julia Quintero developed the craft class of a paper holder with plastic spoons. Then the activity is done with a reflection on the Empowerment of women.
4 dynamics were developed, they were; Assemble puzzles in pairs against the clock, pass the ball over the glass with water as a couple, guess at the couple's signs and blow a glass with the balloon to the goal. The winners were very happy for their gift.

Ana Maria / Furia Santa shows two backpack bags with blue and leather leaves one donated to the office, they are making different styles of bags, and also delivers a gift cake to celebrate mothers.
We liked the work of the lamp, we take advantage of these workshops, everything we learn is useful. This recycling craft can be shared in our community. When the students arrive at the center they change their mentality to learn something new.
The friendship between us is strong, we feel in family, very nice the coexistence where we forget the problems. The games de-stressed us, it was fun and as we are older some of us feel sad to participate but it's good that we have dynamics.

It has been a blessing to obtain this knowledge and as women, Wisconsin values our situations, we thank Wisconsin for supporting us with machines, materials and learning workshops, to Ms. Mirna and Leo and to God for the blessings, congratulations for the great work, we are very Thank you, we wish you Happy Mother's Day.
Centers and their needs:

El Garabato: We are preparing the proposal to improve the center.

Cedro Galan: We need a kiln and build the premises.

El Comejen: We need to make a bigger place and take shelter from the sun and the rain.
The lunch was distributed with nacatamales brought by Mrs. Vilma Arauz, cakes, baked goods and other snacks brought by the leaders.

Mirna / WNP Handing out gifts to center leaders, delivering cloth packages and accompanying participants of leaders; a special prize is awarded for compliance with reports to El Garabato Center.